Overall Campus

All of us at Akademiska Hus and our entrepreneurs want to take the opportunity to wish you a really Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year! The information letter takes a Christmas break on this occasion and will return with new information in this form before week 3.

While waiting for the next information letter, we recommend that you download the Mitt Campus app, where we continuously update with current information. Then you can easily stay up to date on what is happening in the area and things that may affect your everyday life. There is comprehensive information about the campus, about the buildings and contact information for our employees. In addition, you can easily create and follow your error report.

We are pleased to welcome a new house engineer, Per Lindquist, to Akademiska Hus. Per will be responsible for houses C, F, K and pavilion R.

The pop-up office Akademiska Hus previously had in house B is now digital. Every other Thursday you can chat or talk to us at 11.00-13.00 via Zoomlänken below, the next opportunity is 17/12. Take the opportunity to ask your questions about, for example, the development of the campus or one of the ongoing projects, we hope to see you!

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/87424254568?pwd=bmdFd081ejhXbjh2ODNmYTJOR3Y5UT09
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Outdoor environment

During the first snowfall of the season, one of the sunshades above the windows in the Z-line on Hus Beta came loose from its attachment. Designers have been on site to check the other protections and we have decided to remove all of them to ensure that neither people nor property are harmed. A new solution for attachment / sun protection will be worked out. The work will be performed with a lift truck some day during week 50-51.

Rainbow avenue
Between House C och House F

Rainbow avenue is closed to pedestrian traffic from The bridge of knowledge to the intersection Geogränd / Rainbow avenue so pedestrians can use designated footpaths for a few more weeks. All doors from house C and house F towards Rainbow avenue are closed.

The area is expected to reopen for passage week 52 and we once again apologize for the inconvenience the closed area causes in your everyday life.

Geogränd

Geogränd between house E and house F is opened to traffic from Laboratoriegränd week 52.
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House A/α
In the LKAB hall, there will be HTC sanding of concrete floors on the ground floor and the floor over gradängs during weeks 50 and 51. The sanding will cause disturbing noise which can affect adjacent businesses, we apologize for this.

A number of minor adaptations and maintenance work are underway in the coming weeks in house A, including the connection of chemical cabinets in A2523 and A1514, old luminaires in A3400 that are recycled from house D and an electrical decontamination of the lighting in A247.

House B/β
The work with the eaves and gutter outlet is ongoing along Rainbow avenue, the barrier will be removed before Christmas.

House C
The establishment area at Pussen is now starting to be completed. During week 51, minor additions will be made, after which production will take place within the area during the entire renovation period for house C, which is expected to last until the turn of the year 2021/2022.

The renovation of the outer walls is rolling on and so far about 20 meters of the south wall has been demolished and replaced with a new wall frame. The work will continue during weeks 51 and 52 during non-holidays and we expect that all wall frames on the first stage will be replaced before the turn of the year.

From week 51 onwards, the waste rooms between house C and the method halls will be closed to enable renovation of the western façade. A temporary location for waste bins has been established towards Geogränd, see attached picture.

During week 51, the canopies outside STUK’s goods reception will be demolished and preparations for the demolition of the waste room will begin.
During the holidays, or at the beginning of January, scaffolding will begin to be built up along the western façade before the upcoming wall replacement.

In C556, an adaptation of premises with ventilation from laboratory equipment is carried out.

**House E**

During weeks 50–51, luminaires will be replaced in premises E608 and E912. The old are to retire after long and faithful service and new bright forces take over.

**House F**

Work at Tunga labb will resume on Monday week 51 when the student labs are completed. A material tent will be built and placed between the pavilion and the test yard.

The former Gelbe is currently being completed to create additional jobs for Akademiska Hus' administration. During weeks 51 and 52, the space will have new plastic carpet and walls as well as other parts painted.

During weeks 51–52, the storage outside exam room F40 will be rebuilt into a changing room for our contractor in house C. Among other things, an opening will be made in a wall, which may cause disruption to operations on floors 2 and 3. The project coordinates the work with concerned.

**House K**

Work on replacing sheet metal details on the façade will begin during week 51. This will mean that skylifts and roadblocks will be set up outside the Graphic Services' premises.